International Philatelic exhibition
Verona, Italy, 23-25 November 2018

One event, two exhibitions
“Italia 2018” will take place in Verona from 23 to 25 November. It consists of two exhibitions, the
Philatelic Literature exhibition and “La Grande Guerra” (“The Great War”), both with international
participation
Milano (2 May 2018) - The two exhibitions, as decided by the Federation of the Italian Philatelic Societies,
will take place within “Italia 2018” that is scheduled in Verona from 23 to 25 November 2018, during
“Veronafil”.
This is made possible thanks to the sponsorship of Poste italiane and of Associazione filatelica
numismatica scaligera.
- The Philatelic literature exhibition will include both paper or digital publications.
- “La Grande Guerra” exhibition will celebrate the first century of the end of World War I by hosting
exhibits of Traditional Philately, Postal History, Postal Stationery, Thematic Philately and Maximaphily.
PHILATELIC LITERATURE
Any possible exhibit is accepted: books, catalogs, magazines, websites, software, audios, from all over the world.
Exhibits related to philatelic research and exhibits aimed at promoting or teaching philately will be judged separately.
Applications should be presented before 10 September and the exhibits, in one sole copy, should arrive before 21
September. The fee for each item presented is 40 Euro.
The exhibition has the patronage of Federation of European Philatelic Associations (Fepa), Académie européenne
de philatélie (Aep), Association internationale des journalistes philatéliques (Aijp), Unione stampa filatelica italiana
(Usfi) and the scientific and bibliographic consultancy of Istituto di studi storici postali “Aldo Cecchi” onlus.
Members of the Jury are: Giancarlo Morolli (president), José-Ramón Moreno (Fepa consultant), Michele Caso
(secretary), Bruno Crevato-Selvaggi, Christopher Harman, Gerald Heschl, Wolfgang Maassen, Ari Muhonen, Peter
Suhadolc, Anthony Virvilis (members), Lorenzo Carra (helper).
“LA GRANDE GUERRA” (“T HE WORLD WAR 1”)
The exhibition is open to philatelists from all over the world willing to present one or more exhibits related to this
topic (also causes and effects). Each exhibit will be allocated from 5 to 10 frames at exhibitor’s choice (each frame
12 sheets) provided it was granted at least 75 points at a national exhibition. Applications can be presented up to 31
July. The fee for each frame is 40 Euro. The exhibition has the Fepa recognition and the Aep patronage.
President of the jury will be Giancarlo Morolli.

Regulations and other information: www.italia2018.eu
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